
CTSH 2005

2 Tonnes 

1100 kgs

Plant ref No’s

Working Load Limit

Weight

10000 X 3 SECTIONS

2000 Typ.crs

90

5000

900

10 X M20 BOLTS PER JOINT

800

8



30 METRE SHEET HANDLING BEAM

On receipt of delivery, confirm the plant # of beam and slings,
making sure they correspond with supplied test certificate.

Before assembly, thoroughly inspect all equipment for damage.

The beam will be delivered in 3 10M sections. Centre 
section will have a double leg chain attatched, lift the 
sections from the transport and place on firm, level ground.

Do confirm lifting beam is suitable for proposed 
load prior to lifting operations.

Attach provided webbing slings to hooks on one side of beam.

Do ensure slings are not twisted or otherwise 
deformed and/or damaged.

Do ensure slings are protected against sharp
edges and will not be damaged during lift.
Re-check for damage after lifting operation.

Confirm with sheet manufacturer, centres/distances of each web
sling onto load and confirm weight does not exceed beam WLL.

Do not exceed working load limit (WLL).

Thread each sling and attach to opposite hook.

Personnel using this equipment must be suitably trained, competent and have a clear 
understanding of lifting and safe slinging procedures.

The information in this leaflet should passed to the user of the equipment 

WLL 2T.                                                                                                                                              TARE WT. 400kgs

If in doubt, do not attempt to use equipment.

Lay the 10M centre section on the ground. 

Offer second 10M section to mating joint plate. Secure the 2
off sections with the 10 M20 bolts provided. Ensure each bolt
has a flat and spring washer, securely tightened with the
provided nuts. Repeat this with the final 10M section.

Ensure all slings are secure and load is free to be lifted. lift the
beam approximately 500mm of the ground, checking for correct 
balance and sling alignment.

After lifting operations are complete, dismantle the beam into 
it’s 3 sections (ensuring all bolts, nuts and washers are kept
together with the slings). Store the beam in a safe and secure area 

General recognised slinging regulations are to be strictly adhered to at all times.
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